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Summary: American biopharmaceutical company, ICPT, reported sound 3Q21 results. Revenue increased by 17% y/y 
driven by improved product demand under the new updated label in the US and a better international country mix. 
EBITDA remained in positive territory at U$$5 mm, following top-line expansion and efficient cost cutting initiatives, 
yet contracting sequentially as R&D normalized. FCF burn was US$5 mm and the annualized net leverage increased 
to 16.2x. During the quarter, ICPT exchanged most of the 23s and 2.0% 26s convertible notes into the new secured 
3.50% 26s convertible notes. Additionally, ICPT increased its 2021 revenue guidance to a mid-point 16% y/y growth.  
 
We continue to see the 2.00% 26s and the 3.25% 23s as straight-bonds, and as such YTW differential appears 
excessive. Although consecutive quarters with positive EBITDA is welcome, we prefer to wait for continued and 
sustainable earnings going forward to become constructive on ICPT. The 3.50% 26s appear an interesting, secured 
instrument to capture ICPT´s significant equity upside on a possible revision of FDA approvals. Which would be a 
game changer for the credit.   
 

Description Coupon Maturity Amt Out (US$ MM) Mid Price Mid YTM Cheapness Implied Vol Delta Conv. Price ICPT Price 

ICPT 3.25% 07/1/2023        114  95.81 5.65%   (6.00%) n/a 0.04% $ 198.58 $18.05 

ICPT 3.50% 02/15/2026        500  115.62 (0.07%)  (4.30%)  61.57% 73.29% $ 20.94 $18.05 

ICPT 2.00% 05/15/2026        115  59.12 14.51%  10.28%  n/a 27.04% $ 108.55 $18.05 

 
Price information updated from BBG 11/16/2021 

 
3Q21 Earnings: 

• 3Q21 revenue increased by 17% y/y to US$93 mm, driven by increased product demand in both US and 
international markets  

o US revenue increased by 14% y/y to US$67 mm, driven by marketing and efforts to educate 

prescribers about OCA 

o International revenue increased by 25% y/y to US$26 mm, benefiting from improved country mix 

and increased demand 

 The issuer mentioned the EU label update is underway and expected for year-end 

• 3Q21 EBITDA remained in positive territory at US$5 mm, in line with higher revenue y/y and lower 
operating expenses 

o Opex decreased by 26% y/y by reductions in launch preparation activities related to OCA due to 

NASH  

o R&D decreased by 8% y/y due to lower personnel and development costs 

 Yet, R&D expenses increased by 21% q/q due to non-recurring recognitions of UK R&D 

tax credits during 2Q21 

• 3Q21 FCF burn was negative US$5 mm, as interest expense offset the positive EBITDA  

o WK contraction was driven by higher payables 

• Total debt increased to US$729 mm, with cash increasing to US$429 mm  

o Total debt using the convertible bonds face value, as total debt is comprised solely of the 3 

outstanding converts  

o In August 2021, ICPT agreed to exchange US$307 mm of its 23s and US$115 mm of its 2.00% 26s 



 For US$382 mm of the secured 3.50% 26s and sell US$118 mm in new 3.50% 26s notes 

for cash   

 The 23s and the 2.00% 26s are both senior unsecured obligations 

 While the 3.50% 26s are secured by a first priority interest in all of the company’s and 

guarantor assets 

• These assets include intellectual property, securities, equipment, inventory, 

letter-of-credit rights, etc 

o Additionally, ICPT repurchased US$40 mm of the ICPT 23s in September 2021 

• Annualized net leverage deteriorated to 16.2x from 5.8x in 2Q21  

• 2021 Updated Guidance: 

o Revenue guidance at US$355 mm to US$370 mm range, from previous US$340 mm  

o Operating expenses at US$380 mm to US$395 mm range, from previous US$410 mm 

 

Thoughts on Convert: 

• ICPT´s total debt is fully comprised of three convertible bonds: ICPT 3.25% 23s , ICPT 2.00% 26s and ICPT 
3.50% 26s 

• The stock price is currently trading at US$18.05 vs ICPT’ 2.00% 26s conversion price at US$108.55 
o ICPT 3.50% 26s conversion price at US$20.94 and ICPT 3.25% 23s at US$198.58 

• For the 2.00% 26s and 3.25% 23s, the current stock price stands well below the conversion price 
o We view these instruments trading as a straight bond in the near to medium-term 

o Unless additional approvals for OCA use in treatment due to NASH are granted, which is a 

difficult and timely process 

• For the 2.00% 26s, we estimate an 1,100 bps credit spread at 50% vol 

o Which in our view reflects long term uncertainty on regulatory approvals and weak LTM credit 

metrics,  

 Balanced out by recent and ongoing operational improvements, with first positive 

EBITDA quarter in 2Q21 

o If 2Q21/3Q21 breakeven FCF and positive EBITDA become recurrent, we think ICPT could 

potentially become a viable credit  

 Even without additional regulatory approvals regarding NASH, offering a pick-up vs the 

current ~60c level 

• Looking at early-2020 ICPT equity trading levels, there is a possible equity upside should future FDA 
approvals be granted   

o EV / Revenue metrics were stable at ~15x before the FDA denial 

o Assuming a return to 14x LQA revenue, we see an implied US$5.2 bn EV and a US$5.1 bn equity 

value  

 An implied stock price at ~US$154, well above the current US$18.05 market price  

 Using the 1,100 spread we see ICPT 2.00% 26s fair value at 151c and bond floor at 64c, 

which is above current market price 

• We note that if operational improvements are not maintained nor new regulatory approvals are granted  



o A potential default scenario could follow - equity could be neglectable, where some sort of 

hedged position through the converts could make sense 

o The ICPT 3.50% 26s are the sole bonds where conversion price is trading close to the current 

stock price, with IVOL (61.57%) above the 100D Vol (55.35%) on the common  

 

Click here for results 

ICPT (US$MM) 3Q21 2Q21 3Q20 q/q y/y 

Total Revenue 93 97 80 (4%) 17% 

EBITDA 5 12 (37) (60%) (112%) 

EBITDA Margin % 5.0% 11.9% -46.7% (58%) (111%) 

       

ICPT (US$MM) 3Q21 2Q21 3Q20 q/q y/y 

Total Debt  729 690 690 6% 6% 

Cash 429 422 497 1% (14%) 

Net Debt 300 268 193 12% 55% 

Total Debt / LQA EBITDA 39.4 15.0 (4.6)   

Net Debt / LQA EBITDA 16.2 5.8 (1.3)   

       

ICPT (US$MM) 3Q21 2Q21 3Q20 q/q y/y 

EBITDA 5 12 (37) (60%) (112%) 

Interest expense (14) (13) (12) 12% 17% 

Capex 0 (0) (1) (100%) (100%) 

Working capital 4 (4) (1) (213%) (680%) 

FCF (5) (5) (51) 8% (90%) 

       

Market Cap 622 663 917 (6%) (32%) 

EV 922 930 1,110 (1%) (17%) 

EV / Revenue 2.5 2.4 3.5   

 
 
 
  Want to read more of BCP Securities' Convertible Research? Click Here 
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